Keyworth School of Theatre Dance donates £2,554.00
to Macmillan from 'Timeless' Success

Talented performers from Keyworth School of Theatre Dance entertained audiences
at Loughborough Town Hall on 14th and 15th March. The cast of 196 was made up of
pupils aged from 3 to adults.
The opening dance, The Time Machine, set the scene for the whole show depicting an
inventor from the 1800's who with help from showgirl assistants built a time machine
from 'cogs' and was successful in discovering time travel.
The Inventor played by Abigail Dring was also successful in making it to the final of
this year's CBBC's singing show 'Got What It Takes'
The Inventor, who holds the whole show together travelled along a time line from
the prehistoric era to the present day and then into a dystopian future. The latter
performed by the senior commercial dancers, who had spent weeks prior to the event
with commercial teacher Arron creating a dance video which was projected as they
danced live to depict 'dystopia'
An audience member commented 'Totally amazing show, the costumes, dancers,
choreography and that dystopia dance was another level! Well done to Kirsty, Ann and
all the KSTD team'
Principals Ann and daughter Kirsty said they felt very lucky that the show was able to
go ahead as 'Timeless' was the last show to take place before Loughborough Town
Hall closed its doors the day after, due to the Covid-19 pandemic. 'It wouldn't be
just us that would be bitterly disappointed if it had not gone ahead, but the parents,
pupils and teachers at KSTD who had all put so much effort into the production. It
was a huge team effort and such a success raising that amount for Macmillan. The
performers were all amazing and all the teachers at KSTD felt so proud' said Kirsty,
'Timeless' producer.
KSTD have temporarily closed their doors due to the pandemic and instead
examination pupils have been given the opportunity to access the online classes
KSTD are offering to keep some of the examination classes going and to keep up
pupils' spirits during these difficult times. 'Unfortunately, our summer examination
sessions have been postponed but we hope to reinstate these as soon as we are able
to' says Ann who is currently self-isolating for 3 months at home.
KSTD looks forward to opening its doors again and returning to a busy timetable of
weekly classes in all genres of theatre dance for pre-school classes-adult tap for all
dancers from beginners to advanced.
In the meantime we wish to congratulate all our 'Timeless' performers and also thank
all the amazing ‘Timeless’ team, made up of teachers/ choreographers, scenery/props
designer, photographer, chaperones / backstage the administration team for all their
help with the production and wish them and their families well during this difficult time.
Ann, Kirsty and all the KSTD team
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" I came last night to see the performance, first dance
show I have ever seen and I was blown away by the
talent, expertise and the costumes. It was fantastic,
you must be so proud of their achievement. A huge
congratulations to you, your teachers and helpers.
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